Weekly Fall meetings are held in MS 6229 unless otherwise noted.

9/29  Academic Integrity (formerly “Examination Security and Cheating”) with speaker Brian Carlisle

10/6  • Resources for Math TAs  
      • Proctoring Exams  
      • Grading Exams  
      • First Discussion Sections

10/13 Due to the observance of Yom Kippur this session is CANCELLED.

10/20  HTML (TACs) in 320C Powell.

10/27  • Course evaluations for TAs (TACs)  
      • Teaching Practice: what we learned from being visited by our TACs  
      • Observation Assignments from new TAs visiting experienced TAs’ discussion sections

11/3  Using Electronic Resources for Research with speaker Anita Colby in 320C Powell.

11/10 Advanced Graduate students and new Ph.D. panel: grad school experience; balancing TA work and own work; choosing an advisor; dissertation research.

11/17  $\LaTeX$ (TACs) in 320C Powell

12/1  Sexual Harassment presentation with speaker Pamela Thomason

12/8  • Teaching experiences “my video”  
      • Undergraduate Panel  
      • Course evaluations for this course

*subject to change